Strength and Stiffness of Artificial Organic Soil Admixed with Lime Zeolite
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Abstract. Chemical stabilizers especially calcium based stabilizer, namely lime and cement had been widely used to modify and stabilize the soil. Extensive studies were carried out by researchers to improve the effectiveness and cost-benefit of stabilizers by introducing various types of blended lime and cement. Unconfined compressive test (UCT), one of the most simple and quick strength tests, is commonly used by researchers to indicate the suitability and successfulness of newly introduced stabilizer. The aim of this study is to establish the relationship and correlation of unconfined compressive strength and tangent modulus, E at 50% of unconfined compressive strength of artificial organic soil admixed with lime zeolite. Two types of artificial organic soils, which named as Type A and Type B were prepared manually by mixing commercial kaolin with humic acid powder in different percentages. The artificial organic soils were admixed with blended lime zeolite in different ratio and cured for 7, 28 and 56 days in an oven with controlled temperature of 50°C. The strength of the materials were determined by compressing the specimens using a UCT testing frame and the tangent modulus, E₅₀ were calculated by plotting a linear slope at 50% of ultimate strength over stress-strain curve. The findings of the study showed that the strength and E₅₀ are strongly correlated and important as the indicator of rigidity of the material as well as its capability to resist compressive load.

Introduction

Organic soils are widespread in Malaysia, with about 2.7 million hectares, covering about 7% of the land surface [1]. Organic soils are basically characterized by high Cation Exchange Capability (CEC), a high carbon over nitrogen (C/N) ratio, low nutrient contents, low bearing capacity and high compressibility [2]. The reduction in strength and stiffness of organic soils cause bearing capacity failure and excessive settlement, and thus leading to severe damage to buildings and foundations. Stabilization of soft soil by incorporation of lime is a technique widely used throughout the world to improve its use in construction. Generally, the stabilization behavior of mixing soil with lime can be attributed to the flocculation of soil particles that aggregates and accumulate together to form larger size particles or to create new materials due to pozzolanic reactions of lime with soil minerals [3, 4]. However, lime was found to be less effective when dealing with organic materials [2]. Therefore many methods of soil treatment or soil stabilization had been invented to improve the organic soil towards higher strength and better stability. Application of blended lime-zeolite which is prepared by partial replacement of lime with zeolite in artificial organic soil was studied and shown quite encouraging findings [5]. Natural zeolite is identified as one of the most promising natural high quality pozzolans [6] and widely used in cement industry in China as a cement blending material.

The curing temperature is other parameter that can greatly influence the pozzolanic reactions. Higher temperatures accelerated the reaction process and increment of soil strength while low temperatures retarded this reaction or even caused it to stop [7, 8]. At room temperature, the pozzolanic reaction developed progressively and creates new bonds (CSH and/or CAH) over a long
period of time which in turn shown soil strength increases with time. Besides it, the stiffness of the stabilized materials is also in great interest of designer to determine its potential application.

Unconfined compressive test is a quick and cheap method that can be utilized to determine the strength of materials and its stiffness. The tangent modulus at 50% of its ultimate strength, which correspond to its shear strength, can be a quick guide to calculate its stiffness. High rigidity materials which always resulted in low strain failure and shown brittle failure mode, while low rigidity materials with high strain at failure will always associated with soft bulging upon failure.

Materials and Methods

Artificial organic soils with predetermined types of organic matter and organic contents were remolded in this study. Two types of artificial organic soils, which named Type A organic soil and Type B organic soil were differentiated by its organic content. Type A organic soil was prepared by admixing 70% of inorganic materials with 30% organic materials, while Type B organic soil was formed by admixing 50% inorganic material with 50% organic matter manually based on its dry weight without taking into consideration its differences in density. One of the main objectives is to identify the effects of organic content on the properties of soil.

Humic acid was commonly used by researchers [9, 10] when preparing artificial organic soils in which humic acid is categorized as humidified organic matter [11]. Commercial grade powder humic acid utilized in this study was originally imported from China which normally used in agriculture to improve the soil which rich in alkali-salt. The powder humic acid is extracted from Leonardite- a naturally occurring, oxidized form of lignite coal, which sometimes described as the salts of humic acids admixed with mineral matter such as gypsum, silica, and clay.

Kaolin grade S300 marketed by Kaolin (M) Sdn. Bhd was utilized as inorganic material. Kaolin grade S300 was identified to be well graded with effective size, D10 of 4.53 micron [12]. The bulk chemical composition of the materials: Kaolin S300 and powder Humic acid were determined using X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) and listed in Table 1. The chemical composition of materials was normalized to 100%. The loss on ignition of the artificial organic soils at 440°C was determined as 18% and 29%, respectively [5]. Based on Extended Malaysian Soil Classification System [13], the artificial organic soil Type A is classified as Slightly Organic Soil while artificial organic soil Type B is classified as Organic soil.

Table 1 Bulk chemical composition of raw materials [5]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition (%)</th>
<th>Kaolin S300</th>
<th>Humic Acid</th>
<th>Lime</th>
<th>Zeolite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SiO₂</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>33.00</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>73.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al₂O₃</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>24.60</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO₃</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>17.70</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaO</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11.90</td>
<td>97.60</td>
<td>5.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe₂O₃</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>7.68</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K₂O</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na₂O</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaO</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SrO</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The artificial organic soils were pre-mixed manually and remolded with optimum moisture content. The samples were prepared in constant density using stainless steel mould of inner diameter 50mm and final height of 100mm by referring to the respective standard [14, 15, 16]. Four types of additives which are Lime-Zeolite (10:0)-Additive 1, Lime-Zeolite (8:2)-Additive 2, Lime-Zeolite (5:5)-Additive 3 and Lime-Zeolite (0:10)-Additive 4 were utilized with the aim to improve
the strength of the organic soils. The bulk chemical composition of the hydrated lime and natural zeolite were shown in Table 1.

The mass of each component (artificial organic soil, water in pore, additive, water for additive) was determined based on the approximation for the wet method of deep mixing [17]. The idealized phase diagrams of the soil before added with admixtures, slurry admixtures added and final product after mixing were shown in Fig. 1. The symbols used to represent volumes and weights/masses of the material are shown in the figure as well.

![Fig. 1 Phase diagram of wet method of deep mixing [17]](image)

The specimens after remolding were cured in an oven with elevated temperature of 50°C after wrapped with aluminum foil for 7, 28 dan 56 days. The main objective of using elevated temperature is to accelerate the pozzolanic reaction which is responsible for strength enhancement. The strength of the specimens was determined using unconfined compression test apparatus with strain rate of 1%/min.

**Results and Discussion**

The results of the unconfined compression test, $q_u$, were plotted to the tangent modulus at 50% of ultimate strength, $E_{50}$. The results of the specimen without additive are shown in Fig. 2. The plots showed that the deformation modulus of soil increased with increasing strength and soil with higher humic acid contents showed higher strength and deformation modulus. Hence, it suggested that the humidified organic matter (humic acid) have positive effect towards the strength and deformation modulus. However, Fig. 2(b) clearly showed that the variation of strength and deformation modulus in between replicate samples of soil without humic acid is relatively small when compared with the soil with humic acid. This finding suggested that the variability of the strength of the soil is increasing with the contents of organic matter. Correlation between the deformation modulus and ultimate strength were determined and found that soil 5K5HA was linearly correlated while the correlation of $E_{50}$ – $q_u$ of soil 10K0HA and 7K3HA were in the function of power. The correlation of deformation modulus, $E_{50}$ over ultimate strength, $q_u$ for different kinds of soils are shown in Eqn. (1) – Eqn. (3) as obtained through Fig. 3.
Artificial organic soil A and B were mixed with additive in constant percentage of 12%. The plot of $E_{50}$ over ultimate strength of artificial organic soils with different additive was shown in Fig. 4. It is clearly shown that effect of the additive type 3 and types 4 were almost insignificant which almost tabulated together with the artificial organic soils with no additive added. In the other hand, the additive type 1 and type 2 had shown to increase the ultimate strength and compressive modulus significantly with more than 2 times of increment. Hence, it can be explained that pozzolanic reaction should be the main contributor of the strength increment apart of the aging of soils. Pozzolanic reaction is expected to be more aggressive under the elevated temperature [8].

Besides it, the contribution of additive towards the correlation of deformation modulus and ultimate strength were shown in Fig. 5 and its formula was shown in Table 2.

$$E_{50} = 0.9377e^{0.0146q_u}$$

– Eqn. (1)

$$E_{50} = 0.8657e^{0.0149q_u}$$

– Eqn. (2)

$$E_{50} = 0.1162q_u - 11.068$$

– Eqn. (3)
Table 2 Correlation of deformation modulus, $E_{50}$ over ultimate strength, $q_u$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artificial organic soil</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Artificial organic soil</th>
<th>Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A with additive</td>
<td>$E_{50} = 0.1201x^{0.8542}$</td>
<td>B with additive</td>
<td>$E_{50} = 0.0337x^{1.0377}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$E_{50} = 0.136x^{0.8161}$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$E_{50} = 0.0084x^{1.2558}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$E_{50} = 0.0384x^{1.0226}$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$E_{50} = 2.2887x^{0.0056x}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$E_{50} = 0.0698x - 4.1584$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$E_{50} = 1150.6x^{-2.523}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**

As a conclusion, not all types of additive will be able to increase the strength and stiffness of organic soils. Additive type 1 and additive 2 which satisfy the criteria of Initial Consumption of Lime (ICL) in terms of pH were found to be able in increasing the strength and stiffness of soils. It was also found that low percentage replacement of lime with zeolite is effective for artificial organic soil A with lower organic contents.
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